
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Esteemed Common Pleas Judge Lou Mincarelli Joins MacElree Harvey, Ltd.  

WEST CHESTER, PENNSYLVANIA  JANUARY 8, 2024 – MacElree Harvey, Ltd. is pleased 

to announce the addition of the Honorable Lou Mincarelli, distinguished Common Pleas Judge in 

West Chester, Pennsylvania, to its Litigation Department. Mincarelli brings a wealth of 

experience and a commitment to justice that aligns seamlessly with the firm's values of hard 

work and diligent service. 

Having served on the bench since 2022, Judge Mincarelli has earned a reputation for fairness, 

impartiality, and a deep understanding of the law. His notable career includes presiding over a 

range of cases and contributing to the legal community in significant ways. 

Judge Mincarelli expressed excitement about joining MacElree Harvey, Ltd. and the opportunity 

to continue making a positive impact on the West Chester, Kennett Square, Philadelphia, and 

Delaware communities: "I am honored to be a part of MacElree Harvey, Ltd. and to contribute to 

its mission of providing high-quality legal services. Together, we will work to ensure that our 

community members have access to the best legal representation," said Judge Mincarelli. 

Focusing his practice on Criminal, Family and Commercial Litigation, Judge Mincarelli 

demonstrates a diverse legal skill set formed from both of the years he presided over Criminal, 

Family and Juvenile cases as a judge and from decades as a practicing attorney. Adding an 

attorney proficient in these diverse practice areas enables comprehensive representation for 

MacElree Harvey’s clients. 

“This is in furtherance of our Strategic Plan to only grow with exceptional lawyers who share our 

deep commitment to providing outstanding service to our clients. We are pleased to have found a 

partner that shares our values and has a reputation of collegiality, integrity, and professionalism 

close to our own,” said MacElree Harvey CEO, Michelle Foster. 

To learn more about the Honorable Lou Mincarelli, visit his bio on our website: 

macelree.com/attorney/lou-mincarelli or reach him at lmincarelli@macelree.com or 610-840-

0276. 

About MacElree Harvey, Ltd. 

MacElree Harvey, Ltd. is a full-service law firm with offices in Pennsylvania and Delaware. 

Providing “Initiative in the Practice®” of law for more than 140 years, MacElree Harvey serves 

clients in over thirty areas of law and is committed to providing clients with the depth of 

expertise and the resources expected of large firms without sacrificing the responsiveness and 

personal attention typically found in much smaller firms. To learn more about MacElree Harvey, 

Ltd., visit www.macelree.com. 

About Judge Lou Mincarelli 



Judge Lou Mincarelli served as a respected Common Pleas Judge in West Chester, Pennsylvania, 

since 2022, and joined MacElree Harvey in January of 2024. Mincarelli will focus his practice 

on Criminal, Family and Commercial Litigation as part of MacElree Harvey’s Litigation 

Department. Mincarelli has previously served the citizens of Pennsylvania as a victim 

advocate, as an Assistant District Attorney, and as a defender of the less fortunate as a partner in 

private practice. 


